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Abstract. In this paper we derive a class of numerical integration formulas of a

parallel type for ordinary differential equations. These formulas may be used simul-

taneously on a set of arithmetic processors to increase the integration speed. Condi-

tions for the convergence of such formulas are formulated. Explicit examples for

two and four processor cases are derived. Results of numerical experiments are

given which show an effective improvement in computation speed.

0. Introduction. In this paper we consider the problem of speeding up the nu-

merical integration of an ordinary differential equation. We suppose that we have

a computer with a number of arithmetic processors capable of simultaneous opera-

tion and seek to devise parallel integration algorithms for execution on such a

computer.

We do not address the combinatorial question of programming a calculation into

independent segments which can be parcelled out among the processors. Instead we

obtain new integration formulas which can be executed in parallel on a set of arith-

metic processors and thereby increase the integration speed.

In §1 we introduce the notion of computation front and describe the basic idea

for broadening the front to allow for parallel computation. In §2 we give a general

formulation of a class of parallel integration methods of the linear multistep type for

any even number of arithmetic processors. We also formulate sufficient conditions

for the convergence of such numerical methods. In §3 we apply the theory intro-

duced in §2 and derive explicit classes as well as individual examples of integration

methods. In §4 we present a discussion of the merits of various integration methods

and give the results of numerical experiments with certain of the parallel methods

derived in §3. These results show effective gains in computation speeds. In an ap-

pendix we consider Runge-Kutta formulas which can be used in a parallel mode.

1. Description of the Numerical Method. The numerical integration of the

initial-value problem for an ordinary differential equation y' = fix, y) by finite differ-

ences is a sequential calculation. By this we mean that the approximation to the

solution of an ordinary differential equation obtained by methods like linear multi-

step or Runge-Kutta evolves one point at a time. The solution at each new mesh

point is a prescribed function of the values of the solution at certain previous mesh

points.

Suppose that it is essential to find a numerical solution with a prescribed ac-

curacy and to do so as quickly as possible. Suppose that a number of arithmetic

processors are available with which to perform the rapid solution. Apart from the

fact that in some cases we can parcel out the evaluation of fix, y) at a mesh point to
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make some use of the many processors at our disposal, it appears at first sight that

the sequential nature of the numerical methods do not permit a parallel computation

on all of the processors to be performed.

We say for the method of computation of the type being discussed, that the front

of computation is too narrow to take advantage of more than one processor. (We

neglect the possibility of parcelling out the evaluation of / as beside our main

objective.)

As a first step toward developing a parallel algorithm for the numerical solution

of the initial-value problem, let us consider how we might widen the computation

front. The predictor-corrector method of numerical integration provides a means

for doing this. In its usual form this method of numerical integration is just as

sequential as the single integration formula, and is not at first sight amenable to

parallel computation on a number of arithmetic processors. Nevertheless, a slight

alteration in the predictor-corrector mode will allow a parallel calculation.

We will now illustrate this with a simple example. For the problem

(1.1) y' =fix,y),   x>0,   2/(0) =2/0,

we lay down a mesh of increment A. The mesh points are x„ = (n — 1)A, n = 1,2,

• • • ; yn denotes an approximation to y at xn. ynp and ync are respectively the predicted

and corrected values of y„.fnc denotes fix„, ync) and/„p denotes/Or,,, ynp). Consider the

predictor-corrector formulas

(1.2) yl+i = yY + \ WY - fLi],     ycn+i = yY + \ \fl+i 4- fY].

The sequence of computation is —»î/£+i —>/£+i —»2/S+i —»/b+i —». This is schematized in

the following diagram

I

-•-•-\—=*- P

-*--•*! ^»- c
n-l       n        n+l

i

The upper line represents the progress of the computation at the mesh points for yn"

and fn", the lower for ync and /„c. The broken vertical line is the computation front.

The arrows indicate influences in the computation at the (n -f- l)st mesh point and

show that calculations ahead of the front depend on information on both sides of the

front. This is characteristic of a sequential calculation.

A parallel mode of numerical integration is given by the following pair of

formulas

(1.3) yl+i = yYi 4- 2A/„* ,        yY = yLi + ^ if' + fi-i) ■

Here the sequence of computation is schematized in the following diagram
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The arrows in the diagram show that computations at points ahead of the front

depend only on information behind the front. This is characteristic of a parallel

calculation. The sequence of computation is divided and each of its two parts

(1-4) yl+i —»/¿Vi —>,      y»c->/»e-»

may be simultaneously executed on separate arithmetic processors.

2. General Formulation. In this section we describe a general class of numerical

integration methods which can be executed in parallel on 2s processors, s = 1,2,

We will also state and prove a theorem which guarantees the convergence of the

solution of such a 2s computer method to the solution of the differential equation as

the mesh increment tends to zero. Minor modifications of our proof furnish con-

vergence theorems for standard predictor-corrector methods as well as numerical

methods for vector systems in which different equations in the system are approxi-

mated by different difference equations or by different combinations of predictor-

corrector pairs or single open formulas.

Corresponding to the initial value problem (1.1), a 2s computer method, s = 1,

2, • • •, of parallel integration may be defined as follows. Let y„ be an s-vector,

(2.1) y, = (!/,*, • • -, 2/(,-i)s+i)   ,        v = 1,2, ■■• ,

where y„, n = 1, 2, • • • is a scalar associated with the mesh point xn, where x„ =

in — 1)A. Let f„ be an s-vector

(2-2) f„ = (/,„, •••,/(„_i)8+i)   ,

where/„ = f(xn,y„), n = 1,2, ■ ■ ■. All of the quantities y,„ f„, n = 1, 2, • • •, y„ and f,

will also appear with a superscript p, with/„p = fix„, ynp), n = 1, 2, • • -, Jvp =

iyïs....y,andtp = iß,,...Y, v = 1,2, ....

Let | Ai | denote the determinant of a matrix M; let

¿o* ,¿,.,¿/,Bß,Bß9,n = 0, ••■,fcwith|¿ol ^Oandlio'l ^0

be s X s matrices, and consider the following explicit system of difference equations

for yf+i and y„, where Bop = 0:

(2.3)    AoY+i + Aipyf + ¿ A*y,+l-, + A (b.'W + ¿ 5/f,+1_„)
M=2 \ Ji=2

= o,

/, ,x ¿oy, + 4oV 4- ¿ ¿„y,-„ 4- A [Bd? 4- ¿ B¿,.J = 0,

v = 1,2,
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Let w, denote the s-vector whose components are the exact solution of the

differential equation at x = Acs, hivs — 1), • • -, h[iv — l)s + 1]. Let yT+i and y„ be

the solution of the difference equations (2.3) and (2.4), respectively, for vectors yi+i

and y„, respectively, when all of the remaining y„ and y/ are replaced by w„.

Let

(2.5) y„ = (yf+i, y„)1 ,   w„ = (w„+1, w,)t,   f, = (f^i,/,)   ,

be 2s-vectors and let

0 ) ,   2, - Ia'   A'\ ,  3, = (°  «A
aJ \Ao*   Ai I \0   A,   /v0

(2.6) p = 2, •--.fc

Bi =   (*'   B>) ,    V, - f°   ̂
\B0    Bi I \0   B„

be (2s X 2s)-matrices with Al+i = Bl+i = 0.
With this notation the difference equations (2.3) and (2.4) may be written as

k k

(2.7) Si^+ZtSfiA-^O,    iv = k+l,k + 2, •••)
M=0 fl=l

where \A\ 9e 0. Denote by (C),,r, g, r = 1, • • -, 2s the components of a (2s X 2s)-

matrix C, by (v),, r = 1, ■ ■ •, 2s those of a 2s-vector v, and by (v)r, r = 1, • • -, s

those of an s-vector v. Then, a typical term of (2.7) is

s 2s

/OCX iBJy-ß)t   =    X/   (£»•)«.r(f?-lOr 4"      Z^      iBß)q,riiy-?)r ,
(¿■O) r=l r=s+l

p = 1, • ••, fc,    g = 1, ...,2s.

Since |Ao| ^ 0, we can for purposes of computation invert A0 in (2.7). Then the

difference equation (2.7) can be solved for each of the 2s components of the vector y„

simultaneously on 2s arithmetic processors. Each step in the calculation consists of

the additions and multiplications required to form the linear combinations dis-

played in (2.7) as well as the 2s evaluations of/, one at each of the components of

y„ and the appropriate value of x.

The class of formulas described by (2.7) is thus tailored for parallel computation.

WTe now determine which among them are stable and convergent as well.

Let A~iz) and B (2) be polynomials in the complex variable z with matrix coef-

ficients given by

k k

(2.9) I iz) = ¿Â>*-",    Biz) = ¿B,/-".
M=0 (1=1

Definition. The difference equation (2.7) is consistent if
1

A{1) = Oandß(l) + sA'(l) = 0

where ' = d/dz. The gth row in the difference equation (2.7), with the superscript p

deleted wherever it occurs, may be written as

(2.10) £ ¿ (Z,),.,<y*-,0, + h ¿ E Cö„kr(f,_„)r = 0 ,    q = 1, 2, • • -, 2s .
r=l    (i-=0 r=l    (i—1
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This represents a linear multistep difference equation of step number (fc -f- 1) s —

<piq) — 1 for yn where <¿>(g) = min r such that iAo)Q,r 7e 0, r = 1, • • -, 2s.

Definition. If the difference equation (2.10) is consistent for each q = 1, ■ • -, 2s,

then the difference equation (2.7) is said to be row-wise consistent.

Definition. The polynomial \Aiz)\ satisfies the root condition if all of its roots

are in the closed unit disc and those of modulus unity are simple.

Let

h = (y?+i,y,)t-
Then the local truncation error for (2.7) is given by

Cy — y n      W|i,

Hypothesis. We assume henceforth that fix,y) is continuous in x and Lipschitz

continuous in y with Lipschitz constant I.

Let us confine our arguments to the fixed interval 0 < x < 1. In this case we

may introduce the modulus of continuity £(5) of y'ix) as follows:

(2.11) ti8) = max \y'ix*) - y'ix)\ ,    \x - x*\ < 8 ,    x, x* G [0, 1].

For use below we introduce two sets of scalars 0, and 6/, i = — s, — s" 4- 1, • • • ,

0, 1 • • • by means of the following relations

(2.12) y'ixn-i) = y'ixn) + e&iih) ,

(2.13) yixn-i) = yixY) 4- ih[y'ixn) + 0/£(tA)].

We now state and prove a lemma concerning the size of the local truncation error.

Lemma. If the difference equation is consistent or row-wise consistent, then

e,   = oQi)

as h tends to zero.

Proof. Let Ü" be the 2s-vector (1, • • • , l)f. Then

~ k k

— Ä0e,= X A~fñv^ 4- A E BfñYn
(i«=0 ¡1=1

k k

(2.14) = X)3p,w^ 4- sA E ik - p)ÂA\W„_k 4- üö^_„)8?((fc - p)sh)\
¡i=0 ¡i=0

k

4- A X) ̂ [wLt 4- u0<*_„),E((fc - p)sh)].
C=l

Then since B0 = 0,

(2.15) - 30e, = 232Mw,_i 4- A E IB* + ik - p)sJ,]v/Yk + o(A) .
>i=0 (1=0

From this we see that consistency and |Zo| 7*- 0 gives

ë„ = o(h).

To obtain the same conclusion from row-wise consistency, we proceed as follows.

Let (w„_,t)s be the gth component of w,_*. Then, by Taylor's theorem
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/S-lx As-  l)dí((8-  l)A)v

(2.16) w,_, = (w^.ü + A(wi_t). (     :     )+*( : )

V    -s   / V (-«)0l.E(8Ä) /

/^((s- l)A)x

(2.17) wYk= (w¿L*).u + ( \ \ ,

V      0_s£(sA)       /

/2sr'\
w,_* = (w,_*)2.u 4- A(wi_i)2S l       ;       I

(2.18) °
,(2s- l)02s-i£((2s - l)A)v

+.( ! ).

and

/0í_i{((2«- 1)A)X
(2.19) wLt = (wU)*.ü 4- ( ) •

Let 7 be a variable which takes on the values one or two. Inserting (2.16) and

(2.17) into (2.15), or (2.18) and (2.19) into (2.15), gives (2.20) with y = 1 or 2,
respectively.

~        * k /7S~1\
-Zoé, = E^c(w,-*)T,ü 4- h E^o(wL«;)t» I I

(1=0 (1=0 I • /

(2.20) . V^-2)s/

+ A E [ß„ + (fc - m)sAm](wLa:)7Su 4- o (A) .
(1-0

Then

(2.21)

2s        i 2s        ifc

(— A<fi„ ),  =   (W,_(t)7s  E    E  (AM)j,r 4- A(wÍ_«:)tS  E    Z   iB„)q.r
r=l    (i=0 r=l    (t=0

2s        i

4- A(w,'_t)T. Z) X [(fc - m)s 4- ts - r] (!„),,, 4- o (A)
r=l    (i=0

Let

(2.22) 7 = *'     ! ^ 5 < s ,

= 2,     s4-l<g<2s.

Then an inspection of (2.6) shows that row-wise consistency gives

(2.23) (-Ia),-o(»).

This and |3o| ^ 0 implies the lemma.

We now state and prove an auxiliary lemma dealing with polynomials which
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obey the root condition.

Lemma. Let the polynomial |Af(z)| = | Zï=o Af^*-"|, |Af0| ^ 0, where the M„ are

matrices, obey the root condition. Then the matrix [zkMil/z)Y1 is analytic in a neighbor-

hood of z = 0. If Af „, p. = 0, 1, • • • are matrices given by

(2.24) \fM{\)     Í=%M^>

then

(2.25) max 11Af,,11 = M < oo .

Proof. Since z*Af (1/z) = Z)£=o Af „z* and \M0\ ¿¿ 0, it is clear that [zkM(1/z)]-1

is analytic in a neighborhood of the origin. Since \zkM(1/z) [ = z2s*| Af (1/z) |, the root

condition locates the roots of the polynomial |z*Af(l/z)| outside the open unit disc,

and those on the unit disc are simple. Since

(2.26) [z*Af(l/z)P = [matrix of polynomials]/|z*Af(l/z)| ,

it suffices to show that the power series for the reciprocal polynomial [z4Af(l/z)|~l

has bounded coefficients.1 We omit the proof of this fact since it consists of a straight-

forward computation.

Now let us define the accumulated truncation error

(2.27) ë, = y, — w,.

We can state and prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let the difference equation (2.7) be consistent or row-wise consistent and

let it be solved with compatible initial data; i.e., with 5, = y, — w,, wAere

(2.28) ë„ = o(l) ,       v=l,---,k,   asA-»0.

If \Aiz)\ satisfies the root condition, then

(2.29) I, = o(l),       v= 1, •••, [l/sAj .

Here, the last symbol denotes the integer part of 1/sh.

Proof. With the two lemmas just established, the proof follows along the lines of

the scalar case as in [4]. We omit the details.

Remark. The notion of row-wise consistency which we have introduced here and

the use of the root condition on the determinant | A (z) | are the two ingredients of the

convergence theorem proved in this section. These are not the only hypotheses re-

lating to consistency and stability which could be made. However, we have found

these hypotheses to be particularly useful for constructing systems of parallel

integration methods. This is demonstrated in the following section. The theorem

given here is sufficient but not necessary for convergence. For example, the determi-

nant of A (z) = Iz — I has a multiple root at z = 1, but, according to a theorem of

B. Dejon [1], this matrix corresponds to a stable method.

3. Classes of Stable and Consistent Parallel Methods. In this section we will

derive sets of parallel integration formulas. We start with the general finite-difference

1 We are indebted to A. Hoffman for this observation.
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equation (2.7) and make some specializing assumptions. These assumptions enable

us to obtain classes of systems which are row-wise consistent and whose associated

matrices have determinants which obey the root condition. In the cases s = 1 and 2

of two and four processors, respectively, explicit cases of these integration formulas

are exhibited.

A. The Two Processor Case (s = 1). Consider a combination of a single predictor

and a single corrector formula which form a system of a generalized Adams type;

i.e., for which

(3.1) 3(z) = 3oz* + Aiz"-1;    1j « 0,        (2 < j < k) .

Recall that since s = 1, the A j,j = 0, 1, • • ■, are 2X2 matrices, and the A¡ and B¡

are scalars, denoted by a¡ and b¡, respectively. Condition (3.1) implies a, = 0 (2 < j

< k), and a/ = 0 (3 < j < k). As a consequence, the two integration formulas have

the structure

ao'y'+i + apynp + apyn-i 4- h{bpfY + 62%-i 4- • • • ) = 0 ,
(3.2)

a0y„ + aa*y„ + ai¿/n-i 4- A(60/» 4- bifn-i 4- • • •) = 0 .

For formulas of this type, |3(z)| = z2(i:-1)|(3oz 4- 3i)|. Thus, z = 0 is a root of

multiplicity at least 2(fc — 1). The two remaining roots of \Aiz)\ = 0 are the solu-

tions of the quadratic equation |4.oz 4- Ai\  = 0 or

(3.3) aoaopz  4- iaoPai -\- aoap)z -\- iaiap — aü*ap) = 0 .

A necessary condition for row-wise consistency is

(3.4) af = — ia0p + ap);    a0* = — (a0 4- ai) .

If we substitute in (3.3) from (3.4), we find that the solutions of (3.3) are z\ = 1, and

zt = [1 4- iai/ao) 4- iaip/aop)]. Without loss of generality we may normalize the

rows in such a way that aop = aQ = —1. Then z2 = — 1 4- (ai 4- «i"), atp = 1 — ai",

and ao* = 1 — ai. If we let

(3.5) ai = 1 — ap = ap,

in which case a0* = aip, then Z2 = 0, and the root condition is guaranteed. More

generally, — 1 < z2 < 1 if and only if

(3.6) -aip < oi <2 -aip.

The value zt = 1 must be excluded in order to avoid a double root of z = 1. The

freedom in choosing ai within the limits imposed by (3.6) might be used for ac-

curacy purposes.

For simplicity assume finally that aip = 0. In this case ai = a2p = 1 and a0* = 0

if (3.5) is imposed or 0 < a: < 2 if the less stringent condition (3.6) is used. If we

incorporate (3.5) and the other conditions imposed above into (3.2), we get

(3.7)

-yp+i + ifc-, + A (bipfnp 4- E b'fn-j+i) = 0 ,
\ j=2 '

— y» 4- ¿/»-i 4- A ybofn" + ¿_, bjfn-jj = 0 .
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If the b"'s and b's are chosen in such a way that the order of row-wise accuracy is

> 1, then we are assured of row-wise consistency. Notice that, if no distinction is

made between y and yv, the second formula by itself is a closed Adams formula. The

coefficients o,-", can be determined in the usual manner. Stability is guaranteed by

condition (3.5), and thus convergence according to the main theorem of §2.

If the upper limits of summation over the /'s in the predictor and corrector

formulas are as indicated in (3.7), and if, for a given r, the b's and bp,s are chosen in

such a way that the individual formulas are of maximum order of accuracy, that

order is the same for both formulas (= r 4- 1). As an example, the second-order

formulas of type (3.7) (in which btp happens to vanish) are

(3.8)
yp+, = j/„_i 4- 2hf„" ,

V«   =   tjn-l 4"  2  (fn    4" fn-l)  ■

The corresponding pairs of formulas of order 3 and 4 are

(3.9)

and

y'n+l   =   2/n-l 4- jj  (7// -  2/„_! 4" fn-i)  ,

IJn   =   2/n-l 4"   jg  (5// 4-  8/„-l   - /„_*)   ,

(3.10)
y'n+l   =   2/n-l  +  I  (8//   -   5/„_,   +  4/„_2   - /_,)

!U jfc-i 4- ~ (9// + 19/_i - 5/n_2 + /_,) ,

respectively.

B. The Case of Four or More Processors. For four or more machines (s > 2), the

coefficients of the predictor-corrector formulas (2.3) and (2.4) are s X s matrices.

Assume again that A j = 0 for 2 < p < k, or that A» = 0 for 2 < p < k, and Aßp =

0for3 < m < fc.Then|I(z)| = z^-^Ioz 4- 3i| hasarootz = 0 of multiplicity at

least 2s(fc — 1). The remaining 2s roots are those of \Aoz 4- Ai\. If 30 = — Iuy.t>

so thatvlo" = ^-o = — Isx¡> then

(3.11) A0z 4- 4.1 =
z/«x» — Ap        -Af

— Ao*        zLxs — 4.1

Let Ao* = 0, and let Aip and Ai have the structure

(3.12)      Aip

0    X     X     •

0   0      x    •
••ox

x
x
x

.0    0

0      X
•       0

Ai =

0    x    •
o   0     x

x
x

0   0 •
0    0

L0   0

0      X     X
• o    x
• o    xJ
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where crosses represent entries that need not vanish. For A o = —/2»x2s it follows,

from (3.12) and from the consistency requirement for the last row of the corrector

formula, that the lower right-hand corner element of ^4i is unity. The indicated

structure of A ip and A i gives | A oz 4- A i \ = — z2s_1 (z — 1 ) and thus | A (z) | has a root

z = 0 of multiplicity (2sfc — 1) and the single (principle) root z = 1. Thus |3(z)|

satisfies the root condition. Row-wise consistency is guaranteed if the coefficients

are chosen in such a way that the order of accuracy of the formulas represented by

the individual rows upon identifying yp and y is > 1. The most general set of formulas

satisfying all the conditions imposed above is of the form

s s

in in\   ~~ ¿/o-n)«-«+i 4-   2_i  iAp)q,ry's-r+i 4- 2^ iA')q,ryi.,-i)S-r+i 4- A(- • •) = 0 ,
\0.iO) r=q+l r=l

(3= 1,2, •••,«),
s

-y„-q+i 4-   Z)   iAi)t,ry(r-i).-r+i 4- A(- • •) = 0 ,
(3.14) r=9+1

(g = 1, 2, •••,« - 1) .
— 2/(,_D<+i 4- 2/(^-2)S+i 4- A(- • •) = 0 ,

They can be thought of as obtained from formulas

s

— y^+l)s-q+l 4"     Z(     (-4lP)«,r2/,»-r+l
r-3+1

4"   Z-t   (At   )5,r2/(K-l)s-r+l  4~  A   2^   (C   )q,jfvs-j+l   =   0 ,
r=l j=l

(«= 1,2, •••,«),

— 2/,,_8+l 4"     ¿^    (-4i),,r2/(,-l)<-H-l 4- A Z  iC)q,jfvs~j+l  = 0,
r=9+l J'=l

(3.16) (3= 1,2, ...,8- 1) ,

— y(f-l)s+l   -\-   2/(>--2)s+l   4"    h    ¿_,    iC)SjfyS-j+l    =    0   ,
3-1

respectively. Here, C and Cp are rectangular matrices of s rows and as many columns

as are needed; the elements of C and Cp are those of the Bf& and B^'s taken in ap-

propriate order. The upper limits of the summations over the/'s in (3.15) and (3.16)

are related to the row-wise order of accuracy and, in general, depend on q.

The formulas considered above are particularly simple if we let Aip = 0. Methods

(3.17) and (3.18) listed below are of this type with s = 2. In addition, they have the

properties iA2p)i,2 = (A2")2,2 = C2,i = 0, which are discussed in §4. Within each

method, the order of accuracy is the same for all rows and is 0(A) and 0(A2), re-

spectively, for the two methods :

2/2n+2   =   2/2n-2 4" 4A/2n ,

y'n+l   =   2/2n-2 4"  3A/2„ ,
(3.17)

OI72» ,
ytn  =   2/2n-3 4" 3A/a

2/2n-l   =   ytn-S 4" 2hftn-l ,
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yîn+î  =   yîn-2 + Ahftn ,

2/2n+l   =   2/2n-2 4" ~7T Cf2n 4" fin-l) ,

(3.18)

2/2n  =   2/2îi-3  —  ñ  (3/2n  —  9/2n-l)  ,

2/2n-l   —   2/2»-3  4"   2A/2n_2 .

4. Discussion and Numerical Results. Open linear multistep methods have the

advantage that they require a minimal amount of work per integration step (one

single evaluation of fix, y)). However, their asymptotic stability is strongly re-

stricted, and they force us to use a relatively small h. Therefore, the over-all amount

of work in carrying the integration over a given interval may be large, nevertheless.

Closed formulas are more stable and permit the use of larger A's but, in general,

require the solution of functional equations at each time step to obtain the new

value of the dependent variable. A predictor-corrector (PC)-scheme appears to

give a good compromise between the two types of formulas. Although the amount of

work per step is larger than for the open formula (at least two evaluations of fix, y)),

a PC-scheme is considered advantageous from an over-all point of view since it is

normally much more stable and, with the same step number, somewhat more

accurate than an open formula.

If a parallel PC-method for 2s processors gives the same accuracy as a sequential

scheme with the same step size, it is 2s times as fast. If the parallel scheme is less

accurate than the sequential one, it must be used with a step, hv, which is smaller

than the step As used in the sequential scheme in order for the accumulated error to

be the same; i.e., hv = pAs, p < 1. The quantity 2sp, which we henceforth denote as

<i>, is called the speed increase factor for the parallel method. <ï> is the number of

times faster a parallel scheme is, compared with a sequential scheme of the same

accuracy. Clearly, a parallel scheme loses its usefulness if $ > 1.

Methods (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10), to be referred to as Pico, co = 2, 3, 4, respec-

tively, where the digit 1 indicates the value of s and co is the row-wise order of ac-

curacy, have been tested numerically with equation

(4.4) y' = — y — wiré~x sin wirx ,    y (0) = 1 4- r ,

which has the exact solution

(4.5) yix) = e~xir 4- cosida:) .

The calculation was done from xo = 0 through xn = 1, with A = n~l, and n = 24,

48, 96, and 192. The accumulated truncation error was printed out at various values

of x (the influence of the round-off errors was largely eliminated by using double

precision arithmetic). With r = 0, the error at x = 1 is plotted as a function of h in

doubly logarithmic fashion, for w = 0 in Fig. 1, and for w = 6 in Fig. 2. The results

are compared to those obtained by serial predictor-corrector methods of corre-

sponding order (referred to as Slco, co = 2, 3, 4,) ; i.e., by the Adams pairs

(4.6) 2/»+1   =  Vn + Ö  (3/n  - fn-l)  ,     ¿/n+1   =   J» 4 ñ  ifñ+1 + fn)  .
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(4.7)

and

(4.8)

yl+l = y»+Jï (23/n -  16/„-! + 5/„_2) ,

2/n+i = yn 4- jr, (5/»+1 + 8¿> ~ ^"-1) »

2/S+i = y» + ^ (55/. - 59/„_i 4- 37/„_2 - 9/n_3) ,

2/n+l   =  2/n 4" 2"J (9/^+1 4"  19/„  —  5/n_l + fn-t)  ,

respectively. The limits of usefulness at which $ = 1; i.e., p = \, are identified by

Llco, co = 2, 3, 4.

h—

Figure 1. Two processors. Nonoscillatory case
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We can observe a rising sensitivity to A for increasing co (i.e., an increasing slope

of the curves). Clearly, this effect is even more dramatic as far as the frequency w is

concerned. While for w = 0, there is a considerable improvement in accuracy as a>

increases, the lowest-order methods are the best for w = 6, except for very small A.

This exhibits the well-known fact that low-order formulas may perform better with

very irregular data than high-order ones, except for extremely small values of A.

Steps of such a small size would be undesirable for practical purposes.

In practically all cases we have 4> = 2. It is true that, for w = 0, the increase in

speed obtained in using P12 instead of S12 can be destroyed by replacing S12 by

S13, since S13 gives the same accuracy as P12 with an A more than twice as big as

that used in P12. But then again P13 beats S13 with 3> = 2, etc. For w = 6 it seems

impossible to beat the performance of a given parallel method by a serial method of

higher order except possibly for steps which are much smaller than those used in

the figures.

IO"3

IO-«

t
or
o
ce
ce
UJ

IO-6

IO"7

192 96 48 24

Figure 2. Two processors. High frequency case
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As examples of methods for four processors, formulas (3.17) and (3.18) (referred

to as P2co, co = 1, 2, respectively, in accordance with the code used in the previous

subsection), have been applied to (4.4) as in the two-processor case. The results, as

well as the limits of usefulness, L2co, corresponding to $ = 1 or p = J, are plotted,

in Fig. 3 for w — 0, and in Fig. 4 for w = 6, and compared to the sequential Adams

PC pairs,

(4.9) 2/n+l  — Vn+ A/„ ,        2/n+l = Vn + hfp+i,

and (4.6), i.e., SI«, «=1,2, respectively. For w = 0 we have $ = 2 when « = 1,

and $ > 4 when « = 2. Thus, P22 is much more accurate than S12 with the same

step size, and for that reason it was unnecessary to plot L22. For w = 6, we found

$ = 4 with « = 1, and <p = 3 with « = 2.

Figure 3. Four processors. Nonoscillatory case
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Appendix.

Parallel Second- and Third-Order Runge-Kutta Formulas. Parallel second- and

third-order Runge-Kutta formulas have been derived by a modification of Kopal's

[5] approach. Ina standard serial Runge-Kutta method of order «, the integration

step leading from 2/0 to 2/1 consists of computing substitutions,

(A.l)
fci = hf ixo, 2/0) ,

fc„ = hf ixo + anh, 2/0 4- X ßn.jkj) ,        (n = 2, • • ■ , «)

and then forming a linear combination,

K)°r

h —

Figure 4. Four processors. High frequency case
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(A.2) 2/1 = 2/0 + Ê Riki,
j=i

with appropriate values of a„, ßnj, and Rn.

In the parallel computation of a third-order approximation 2/iC3), first- and second-

order approximations, 2/o(1) and 2/o(2), respectively in addition to 2/o(3\ are involved.

Thus in order to continue the calculation, î/i(1) and 2/i<2) as well as î/i(3) have to be

computed. As a consequence, the third-order parallel method gives a second-order

parallel scheme as a by-product. For the reasons explained below the formulas of the

parallel schemes have the structure :

fci = hf ixo, 2/o(1)) ,

(A'3) 2/i(ü - *w 4- fci

for the first-order approximation. This is identical with the standard serial first-order

case.

fci(2) = fci( = A/Cr0,2/o(1))),

(A.4) fc2 = hf ixo + ah, 2/o(1> 4- 0fci(2)) ,

2/i(2) = ßi(2)fci(2) + Ä2C2)fc

kt     — fc2 <

for the second-order approximation.

fci     = fci,
(3)

(A.5)
fcs = hfixo + aih, 2/o(2) 4- /3ifci(3> + 7ifc2C3>) ,

i/i"'   =Äl(3V3)+Ä2C3,fc2(3)  +  A3C3,fc3,

for the third-order approximation.

Formula (A.3) needs no explanation. In formula (A.4) fci and fc2 are computed in

terms of 2/o(1) which is accurate to 0(A) instead of 2/0<2) which is accurate to 0(A2) and

which would be used in a serial second-order method. Nevertheless, fci and fc2 are

accurate to 0(A2) since the/'s are multiplied by A. According to Kopal, 2/i(2) given by

the last of equations (A.4) is 0(A2) if Rim = 1 - (2a)-1, ß2<2) = (2a)-1, and ß = a,

where a is a parameter at our disposal.

In (A.5), fc3 is computed from a i/o(2) and fci and fc2, all of which are 0(A2). As a

consequence, fc3 is 0(A3) for the reason indicated above. In order that î/i(3) be accurate

to 0(A3) in this parallel mode, i.e., in order for the O (A2) terms to drop out, the first

of equations (IV-L-34) of Kopal must be split into Äi(3) 4- Ä2<3> = 0, Ä3<3> = 1.

With the following choice for a

(A.6) a = 2(1 - 3ai2)[3(l - 2a!)]-1,

there is a one-parameter family of solutions: ñi(3) = (2ai — l)(2a)_1, Ä2<3) =

(1 - 2ai)(2a)-1,Ä3«' = 1, 71 = (6a)"1, and ßi = ai - (6a)"1. If in particular we let

Äi(3) = Ä3<3) for symmetry as suggested by Kopal, then Äi<3> = 1, ß2(3) = -1, fi3(3)

= 1, Äi(2) = -5, ñ2<2> = 6, a = ß = 1/12, ai = -7/12, 0i = 17/12, and 71 = 2.

Coefficients of more similar magnitude are provided by the solution: #i<3)   =
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(2 V3)-1, Ä2«> = -(2V3)-1, Ä3<3> = 1, Ä!») = Ä2<2> = 2-1, a = ß = 1, ai = 2-1

+ (2V3)-1, ßi = 3-1 4- (2 V3)-1, and 71 = 1/6.

The parallel character of the present formulas results from the fact that any two

methods, represented by formulas (A.i) and (A.j) respectively, where i ?£ j, i,j = 3,

4, or 5, have the property that (A.i) is uncoupled from (A.j), but not vice versa, if

and only if i < j. If we let (A.4) and (A.3) run ahead of (A.5) by one and two steps,

respectively, we get (A.7)

fcl,»+2 = hfixn+t, 2/n+2) ,

2/n+3   —  yn+2 T «¡I,n+2 ,

fc"2,n+l  =   hfiXn+1 + ah, 2/n+l 4" afci,„+i)  ,

1
(A.7) 2/n+2 = 2/n+i + \! _ 2a)kun T o     fc2,n+l

fc3,n  =   hf^Xn + aih, yn2)  +   \ai  — g"" Jfcl.n + g- fc2,n J

yn+1   =   2/n3)  +    (2ai2~   ̂     (fcl.n  -  fc2,„)   4-  fc3,n .

The information flow is represented in the following diagram :

yd)

y(2)

y(3)

Notice the absence of information flow in an upward direction.

The first four lines of (A.7) represent a parallel second-order Runge-Kutta

scheme. (A.7) as a whole, with a(ai) defined by (A.6), defines a third-order method

of the same type. The second-order scheme involves two evaluations of /, and some

additional arithmetic, which could be carried out simultaneously on two processors.

Similarly, the third-order scheme lends itself formally to a three-processor calcula-

tion. Unfortunately, the stability analysis for y' = — \y, X = const > 0, shows that

both schemes are weakly unstable in the sense that the determinant of the amplifica-

tion matrix has a double root, respectively a triple root at z = 1. The schemes thus

lead to an error that grows linearly with Basn-> <*> and h —» 0 for xn = nh = con-

stant. This behavior was confirmed by unfavorable numerical results in a test case.

The difficulty is due to the one-step nature of the formulas with respect to their
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2/-entries which are the only ones that contribute to the discussion of stability for

A —> 0. In the linear multistep methods, this difficulty can be overcome by using

formulas whose step number with respect to y is at least two. This makes back-

coupling of the predictor to the corrector possible through information lying behind

the computation front, and so does not disturb the parallelism. We expect that a

similar kind of back-coupling may be devised in the Runge-Kutta case.
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